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Abstract 14 
The speed of neuronal information processing depends on neuronal firing frequency. 15 
Here, we describe the evolutionary advantages and ubiquitous occurrence of high-16 
frequency firing within the mammalian nervous system in general. The highest firing 17 
frequencies so far have been observed at the cerebellar mossy fiber to granule cell 18 
KILL (GC) synapse. The mechanisms enabling high-frequency transmission at this 19 
synapse are reviewed and compared with other synapses. Finally, information coding 20 
of high-frequency signals at the mossy fiber synapse is discussed. The exceptionally 21 
high firing frequencies and amenability to high-resolution technical approaches both 22 
in vitro and in vivo establish the cerebellar mossy fiber synapse as an attractive 23 
model to investigate high-frequency signaling from the molecular up to the network 24 
level. 25 
  26 
 2 
Advantages and disadvantages of high-frequency rate coding 27 
The capacity for rapid information processing in the mammalian nervous system has 28 
been optimized by natural selection. As a consequence, processing of, e.g., sensory 29 
afferents from whiskers [1] or the cochlea [2] features a temporal precision in the 30 
microsecond range in response to specific stimuli. A variety of neuronal mechanisms 31 
evolved to process information rapidly. Here, we focus on the amazing ability of 32 
neurons to fire trains of action potentials (APs) and transmit information at high 33 
frequency (defined as frequencies well above 100 Hz). Other mechanisms, such as a 34 
rapid axonal AP conduction and short synaptic delay, are also essential for rapid 35 
information processing but will not be addressed in detail. We argue that high-36 
frequency transmission has evolutionary advantages (Figure 1) and occurs 37 
ubiquitously in the mammalian central nervous system (CNS, Figure 2). We further 38 
suggest that the cerebellar mossy fiber bouton (cMFB) to granule cell (GC) synapse 39 
is an ideal model to analyze high-frequency signaling. The mechanisms underlying 40 
high-frequency transmission are discussed and compared with other synapses 41 
(Figures 3 and 4; Box 1). Finally, the function of high-frequency information coding in 42 
vivo at the cMFB-GC synapse are discussed (Figure 5). Note that this argumentation 43 
does not conflict with the fact that information processing occurs on a variety of time 44 
scales and that many neurons of the CNS are optimized for efficient processing of 45 
slow signals. 46 
 47 
The role of firing frequency for neuronal information processing  48 
In principle, a single neuron can encode information as the average firing rate 49 
(referred to as rate coding (see Glossary)) and/or as the exact timing of spikes in a 50 
pulse train (i.e. the temporal sequence, referred to as temporal coding). On the 51 
level of a population of neurons, information may be encoded using rate code (that is, 52 
 3 
average asynchronous firing rate across all neurons) or temporal code, but also via a 53 
correlation code, rank-order code, and/or spatiotemporal pattern code (reviewed by 54 
refs. [3, 4]). It is well established that sensory information as well as motor 55 
commands are predominantly encoded via rate coding. In the CNS, as sensory 56 
information is processed at successive stages, average firing frequencies tend to 57 
decrease and temporal- and sparse coding become increasingly important [5] (Figure 58 
1A). There is a debate as to which of these coding regimes dominates in the cerebral 59 
cortex, which is beyond the scope of this article (but see, e.g., refs. [5, 6]). 60 
Nevertheless, rate coding is an important possibility to encode information by 61 
neurons. The temporal precision of a neuronal population employing rate coding is 62 
determined by both the number of neurons and the maximal firing frequency of each 63 
neuron [4]. Evolutionary constraints likely define the optimal firing frequency of 64 
neurons; we argue that several such constraints favor the use of fewer neurons with 65 
higher firing frequency. To illustrate this, let us look at a simple example of a 66 
neuronal population consisting of two neurons each with 10 Hz average firing 67 
frequency (Figure 1B). Alternatively, four neurons with 5 Hz firing frequency (left) or a 68 
single neuron with 20 Hz firing frequency (right) will result in the same AP frequency 69 
of the ensemble (20 Hz). What are the advantages and disadvantages of these 70 
scenarios? 71 
 72 
Advantages of higher firing frequency and fewer neurons 73 
A smaller number of high-frequency firing neurons has the advantage of ultimately 74 
leading to a smaller CNS with shorter conduction delays. In addition, the CNS will 75 
have a lower weight, requiring less energy to carry it. Finally, less energy is required 76 
to maintain cell biological function of the smaller number of neurons (energetic costs 77 
for house-keeping and resting membrane potential of each neuron; ref. [7]). 78 
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However, high-frequency firing also has the following disadvantages: In general, the 79 
metabolic efficiency of APs [8] seems to decrease with increasing firing frequency [9, 80 
10]. Yet, APs at cMFBs, which can fire at >1 kHz frequency, are surprisingly efficient 81 
(Na+ excess ratio of only 1.8; ref. [11]). This is currently not well understood, but 82 
argues against a biophysical requirement that metabolic efficiency decreases 83 
strongly with increasing firing frequency. Another potential disadvantage of high firing 84 
frequencies lies in the limited frequency response of synapses, which leads to a low-85 
pass filtering of neuronal signals. Yet, some synapses can transmit exceptionally 86 
high-frequency signals (see below).  87 
 88 
Thus, while there are strong evolutionary constraints arguing for a small number of 89 
neurons, each operating at high firing frequency, the disadvantages of high-90 
frequency signaling are less obvious. Furthermore, some synapses, such as the 91 
cMFB-GC synapse, seem to have largely reduced these disadvantages. It should be 92 
noted, however, that less robust signaling with weak synaptic connections and 93 
recurrent excitation might benefit from a large number of neurons with low firing 94 
frequency as has been described in the cerebral cortex [6]. The major advantages of 95 
fewer, high-frequency neurons are the reduced brain size and lower basal energy 96 
consumption [7]. Energetic constraints thus argue for the use of high-frequency AP 97 
firing and synaptic transmission. Note, that the maximum firing frequency of neurons 98 
(1–2 kHz) is still more than six orders of magnitude slower compared with the clock 99 
rate of modern computers [12]. The immense effort to further increase the clock rate 100 
of computers is consistent with our argumentation. Taking into account the complex 101 
interplay of proteins required for AP generation and synaptic transmission, 102 
biophysical and energetic constraints might restrict the maximum signaling frequency 103 
of neurons. Indeed, it has previously been argued that the brain’s information 104 
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processing rate may be limited to a millisecond timescale by its energy supply [13]. In 105 
summary, several arguments indicate advantages of neuronal high-frequency firing. 106 
But to what extent does high-frequency signaling occur in the CNS? 107 
 108 
Occurrence of high-frequency signaling in the mammalian CNS 109 
Indeed, high-frequency firing occurs ubiquitously throughout the mammalian CNS. In 110 
the cerebral cortex, subtypes of pyramidal neurons in layers 2/3 or layer 5 show a 111 
typical burst firing behavior. Within such bursts, the frequency of APs can reach up to 112 
300 Hz. So-called fast rhythmic bursting or chattering cells may even display 113 
intraburst frequencies of ~800 Hz in vivo (ref. [14]; Figure 2A). Pyramidal neurons 114 
have, however, a low average firing rate of just a few Hz. A subtype of GABAergic 115 
interneurons in the cortex—fast-spiking parvalbumin-positive cells—provide 116 
feedforward inhibition as well as feedback inhibition to principal cells and are, e.g., 117 
required for network oscillations [15]. These fast-spiking interneurons can sustain AP 118 
firing at up to 500 Hz (ref. [16]; Figure 2B). Even higher AP frequencies have been 119 
observed in axons and neurons along sensory pathways. In the auditory brainstem, 120 
the localization of a sound source is achieved by processing of converging inputs 121 
from both cochleae with microsecond precision [17]. This information is first 122 
transmitted onto postsynaptic cells via large synaptic terminals, the calyces of Held. 123 
In these presynaptic terminals, spiking and synaptic transmission at up to ~1 kHz 124 
could be observed (ref. [18, 19]; Figure 2C). Also in the auditory pathway, neurons in 125 
the medial superior olive and the ventral cochlear nucleus are capable of firing APs 126 
at up to 1 kHz [20, 21]. Finally, cerebellar mossy fiber boutons (cMFBs), which 127 
convey sensory information of different origin to the cerebellar cortex, exhibit 128 
remarkably high AP frequencies. In vivo, AP frequencies of several hundreds of Hz 129 
were measured upon sensory stimulation, reaching instantaneous frequencies of up 130 
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to 1 kHz and average frequencies of ~350 Hz during short bursts [22, 23]. In vitro, 131 
APs can be reliably elicited at up to 1.6 kHz (ref. [11]; Figure 2D). To our knowledge, 132 
these AP frequencies represent the highest values in neurons reported thus far. 133 
However, it should be noted that the average firing frequencies of these example 134 
neurons are generally much slower than the here reported maximum firing 135 
frequencies. 136 
  137 
All the above examples were collected in rodent models, but high-frequency neuronal 138 
signaling is not limited to rodents. Indeed, there are indications for high-frequency 139 
signaling in non-human primates, where high-frequency responses of ~600 Hz were 140 
observed in response to stimulation of cerebellar output neurons using functional 141 
magnetic resonance imaging [24]. In the human brain, oscillations of up to at least 142 
600 Hz can be resolved in EEG recordings [25]. Furthermore, high-frequency 143 
signaling occurs across numerous healthy and pathological brain states. For 144 
example, it has been shown that high-frequency firing of thalamic neurons (up to 145 
450 Hz) controls sleep [26] and that firing in the gamma-frequency (i.e., 25–100 Hz) 146 
may play a role in some neuropsychiatric diseases [27]. On the other hand, high-147 
frequency firing has also been observed in invertebrates. Sensory touch detector 148 
cells of spiders, for instance, can fire at 600 Hz upon mechanical stimulation [28]. 149 
These examples indicate that AP firing and synaptic transmission at high frequency 150 
are fundamental for the function of the CNS in humans and throughout the animal 151 
kingdom, making the understanding of high-frequency transmission an important goal 152 
in neuroscience. In the following, we argue that the cMFB-GC synapse in rodents is 153 
an ideal model to study the mechanisms and role of high-frequency transmission in 154 
the CNS.  155 
 156 
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 157 
The cMFB-GC synapse as a model for high-frequency transmission 158 
Structure of the cMFB-GC synapse 159 
Mossy fibers are myelinated axons originating from cells in, e.g., spinal cord, pontine 160 
nuclei, vestibular nuclei, or cerebellar nuclei. They send collaterals to the deep 161 
cerebellar nuclei [29] and enter the GC layer of the cerebellar cortex [30], where they 162 
form several varicosities. These cMFBs have a complex shape with high surface-to-163 
volume ratio and a relatively large diameter of 3–12 µm [31]. Ultrastructural analyses 164 
revealed that cMFBs contain a very large number of synaptic vesicles (~200,000; ref. 165 
[31]) and many active zones (150–300; Table I in Box 1; refs. [32, 33]). 166 
 167 
In the cerebellar glomeruli, a single cMFB makes en passant excitatory synaptic 168 
contact with the dendrites of several cerebellar GCs. GCs have a small soma with 5–169 
7 µm diameter and on average only four short dendrites [34-36]. The dendrites rarely 170 
exceed 20 µm in length and have a very thin diameter of ~0.6 µm [34-36]. Each GC 171 
dendrite ends in claw-shaped digits surrounding a single cMFB [37]. Estimates of the 172 
number of postsynaptic GCs per cMFB are in the range of 10–100 [11, 38], reflecting 173 
a high degree of synaptic divergence. Thus, the cMFB-GC synapse is a highly 174 
divergent synapse, structurally specialized to transmit information to many 175 
postsynaptic neurons. 176 
 177 
 178 
Techniques for examining the cMFB-GC synapse 179 
Patch-clamp recordings from the postsynaptic cerebellar GCs of mice in situ were 180 
already performed in the early 1990s [34, 39], demonstrating that low-noise and high-181 
resolution synaptic currents could be resolved. Recently, whole-cell patch-clamp 182 
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recordings from dendrites of GCs were reported [35], which support the previously 183 
estimated electrical compactness of GCs [34, 39]. 184 
 185 
Extracellular focal recordings from presynaptic cMFBs in mice allowed measurement 186 
of changes in presynaptic currents during long-term potentiation [40]. Recently, direct 187 
presynaptic patch-clamp recordings from cMFBs in rats [22], turtles [41], and mice 188 
[11, 42-44] have extended the experimental possibilities at this synapse. Presynaptic 189 
recordings from cMFBs offer excellent voltage-clamp conditions and can be paired 190 
with recordings from postsynaptic GCs [11, 42]. Such recordings are also possible in 191 
mature animals.  192 
 193 
Furthermore, cMFBs offer the chance to perform direct presynaptic patch-clamp 194 
recordings in anaesthetized [22] or behaving mammals (ref. [45]; cf. Table I). In 195 
addition, GCs can be recorded from in vivo [45, 46]. The opportunity to combine high-196 
resolution biophysical techniques in vitro with direct recordings in vivo from both pre- 197 
and postsynaptic compartments thus makes the cMFB-GC synapse ideally suited to 198 
study neuronal high-frequency signaling. 199 
 200 
 201 
Presynaptic mechanisms enabling high-frequency synaptic transmission 202 
Using the above described high-resolution techniques, reliable synaptic transmission 203 
at a frequency of 1 kHz has been described at the cMFB-GC synapse (ref. [11], 204 
Figure 4A). In the following, we will review the specializations that seem essential for 205 
synaptic information transmission at such high rates and compare these mechanisms 206 
with other synapses that operate at high and low frequencies (Table I). We will 207 
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restrict our discussion on excitatory transmission (for inhibitory synapses see, e.g., 208 
refs. [47-50]) and focus on 11 points, which are illustrated in Figure 3. 209 
 210 
(1) Short duration of the presynaptic AP 211 
The presynaptic APs in cMFBs have a duration at half-maximal amplitude of ~100 µs 212 
(ref. [11], Figure 4C). To our knowledge, this duration is the shortest reported thus 213 
far, but such rapid APs are probably not a unique feature of cMFBs within the 214 
mammalian CNS (see Table I). However, AP duration inversely correlates with 215 
maximum firing frequency within a population of neurons (e.g. in cMFBs [11] and in 216 
neurons of the vestibular nucleus [51]), and across types of neurons [52]. 217 
 218 
(2) Fast kinetics of presynaptic ion channels 219 
The Na+ and K+ currents underlying the AP have short half-durations of 73 µs and 220 
61 µs, respectively (Figure 4C), and provide a surprising metabolic efficiency of the 221 
AP (see Table I). The AP-evoked K+ current is mediated by voltage-gated K+ 222 
channels of the KV1 and KV3 subtypes [11]. Compared with other presynaptic 223 
terminals, the contribution of the slower gating Kv1 channels [53] to the repolarization 224 
of the rapid APs at cMFBs is surprising. It is currently also unclear if the K+ currents 225 
at cMFBs show activity-dependent facilitation to support high-frequency firing as 226 
described at the calyx of Held [54]. Despite the brevity of the APs at cMFBs, 227 
presynaptic Ca2+ channels—predominantly of the CaV2.1 subtype—are effectively 228 
opened during an AP [11].  229 
 230 
(3) Low capacity of endogenous Ca2+ buffering 231 
In general, Ca2+ ions entering a presynaptic terminal during an AP are rapidly bound 232 
by endogenous Ca2+ buffers. The binding capacity of fixed Ca2+ buffers at cMFBs is 233 
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very low (~15), leading to a rapid clearance of Ca2+ from the active zone (Figure 4C), 234 
which explains the very synchronous release of synaptic vesicles [43]. The Ca2+ 235 
binding capacity of endogenous buffers is similar at hippocampal mossy fiber 236 
boutons and the calyx of Held (~20 and ~45, respectively; refs. [55, 56]), but higher 237 
(~140) in boutons of cortical pyramidal neurons [57] (cf. Table I). In addition, a mobile 238 
Ca2+ buffer with kinetics similar to EGTA supports high-frequency firing in cMFBs by 239 
reducing the build-up of Ca2+ in between consecutive APs [43]. The properties of the 240 
mobile buffer at cMFBs are comparable to that at the calyx of Held synapse [58]. 241 
 242 
(4) Tight Ca2+ channel to vesicle coupling 243 
The coupling distance between synaptic vesicles and Ca2+ channels [59, 60] is 244 
estimated to be ~20 nm at the cMFB-GC synapse (ref. [43], Figure 3). This tight 245 
nanodomain coupling supports a very rapid time course of release [61]. A similar 246 
coupling distance was estimated for the calyx of Held synapse [62, 63] and at parallel 247 
fiber to Purkinje cell synapses [64] (see also refs. in [60]). In contrast, hippocampal 248 
mossy fiber boutons, which operate at lower firing frequencies, exhibit a looser 249 
coupling in the range of 75 nm [65]. And the coupling distance is even larger in 250 
boutons of cortical or hippocampal pyramidal neurons (refs. [66, 67], Table I). 251 
 252 
(5) A large pool of synaptic vesicles with fast recruitment 253 
Initial recordings from GCs indicated that the readily releasable pool (RRP) for a 254 
cMFB-GC connection consists of 5–10 vesicles, and that each vesicle in the RRP is 255 
replenished from a pool of ~300 releasable vesicles with a high rate constant of 60–256 
80 s–1 (refs. [68-70], Table I). Direct presynaptic depolarizations of cMFBs revealed a 257 
slightly larger RRP consisting of two populations of vesicles (~10 vesicles each) with 258 
a slightly lower rate constant of vesicle recruitment (30 s–1; ref. [11]). Consistent with 259 
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these findings, a fast and slow releasing pool of vesicles has been measured at the 260 
calyx of Held synapse using presynaptic depolarization (FRP and SRP, respectively, 261 
ref. [71]), and AP-evoked release is mainly mediated by the FRP at this synapse [72]. 262 
In Table I of Box 1 we therefore differentiate between RRPAP (corresponding to the 263 
FRP at the calyx) and RRPDepol (corresponding to FRP+SRP at the calyx). Note, that 264 
the two pools of vesicles previously described at cMFBs [69] using AP-stimulation 265 
(i.e. within RRPAP) might correspond to different degrees of superpriming of FRP 266 
vesicles at the calyx [73]. Finally, the high rate constant of vesicle replenishment is 267 
consistent with recent experimentally constrained modeling results on rapid diffusion 268 
of vesicles within cMFBs [74]. 269 
 270 
(6) Very rapid endocytosis  271 
Following fusion of synaptic vesicles, the added presynaptic plasma membrane is 272 
retrieved via endocytosis. There is a considerable controversy on the speed of this 273 
process [75] and there are indications for different recycling mechanisms for 274 
membranes and vesicle proteins [151]. Endocytosis is very fast (time constant <1 s) 275 
in cultured neurons at physiological temperature [76] and room temperature [77], as 276 
well as in salamander cone photoreceptors at room temperature [78]. At the calyx of 277 
Held synapse, very fast endocytosis was observed at room temperature using 278 
membrane capacitance measurements, too [79]. But it is unclear how much this 279 
finding was influenced by artifacts [80]. The cMFB allows time-resolved high-280 
resolution capacitance measurements at 37 °C, which revealed a rapid time constant 281 
of endocytosis following a single AP stimulus (~500 ms; ref. [42]; Figure 4B). 282 
 283 
Postsynaptic mechanisms enabling high-frequency synaptic transmission 284 
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In addition to the presynaptic mechanisms above, sustained high-frequency 285 
transmission at the cMFB-GC synapse is supported by several specializations of the 286 
postsynaptic GCs. 287 
 288 
(7) Rapid excitatory postsynaptic currents 289 
The excitatory postsynaptic currents (EPSCs) recorded from GCs have very rapid 290 
rise and decay kinetics (ref. [34]; Figure 4C). GC EPSCs are predominantly mediated 291 
by AMPA receptors composed of GluA2 and GluA4 subunits [37], similar to the calyx 292 
of Held synapse [81]. In neocortical pyramidal neurons, on the other hand, GluA1 is 293 
the dominant subunit, leading to slower kinetics of AMPA mediated currents [81]. In 294 
addition, there is a contribution of NMDA receptors at the cMFB-GC synapse [34, 295 
39], which supports synaptic transmission at high frequencies in mature synapses 296 
[82, 83].  297 
 298 
(8) Fast recovery from glutamate receptor desensitization  299 
The glutamate receptors in GCs enter slowly into desensitization states and have a 300 
fast recovery from desensitization [84]. This relative resistance to AMPA receptor 301 
desensitization supports high-frequency transmission, during which glutamate 302 
accumulates in the synaptic cleft. 303 
 304 
(9) Glutamate spillover from neighboring release sites 305 
Furthermore, there is a slow-rising component of AMPA-mediated EPSCs at the 306 
cMFB-GC synapse caused by glutamate spillover from neighboring active zones (ref. 307 
[85]; Figure 3). Spillover also contributes to the tonic component of the EPSC during 308 
frequency-dependent short-term depression [68]. This tonic component generates a 309 
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persistent depolarization mediated by both AMPA and NMDA receptors, which helps 310 
to maintain a high firing rate of GCs [22, 45]. 311 
 312 
(10) Compact synaptic ultrastructure 313 
The cMFB-GC synapse has a compact ultrastructure with several small synaptic 314 
contacts to each GC dendrite (Table I). During development, the complexity of the 315 
glomerular structure increases [37, 86]. An increasing complexity has also been 316 
observed at the calyx of Held synapse, where more finger-like extensions occur 317 
during development [87]. 318 
 319 
(11) Electrotonic compactness of dendrites and soma 320 
The small soma size and short dendrite length make GCs electrotonically highly 321 
compact with soma and dendrites behaving as a single electrical compartment [34, 322 
88]. Consequently, excitatory postsynaptic potentials (EPSPs) are subject to very 323 
little dendritic filtering [35]. The compact electrotonic properties of GCs thus allow for 324 
highly efficient integration of synaptic input [89]. Interestingly, postsynaptic neurons 325 
of the calyx of Held synapse are also very compact, which differs from other 326 
synapses, where dendrites low-pass filter synaptic input (but see ref [90]).  327 
 328 
Together, these pre- and postsynaptic specializations mediate the exceptionally rapid 329 
and high-frequency synaptic transmission with high fidelity at the cMFB-GC synapse. 330 
Several of these mechanistic findings are likely specific to high-frequent synapses, 331 
whereas other synaptic parameters are similar across different synapses operating at 332 
low- and high-frequency (see Box 1).  333 
 334 
High-frequency coding at the cMFB-GC synapse in vivo 335 
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What are the functional implications of the rapid and high-frequency synaptic 336 
signaling that can take place at the cMFB-GC synapse? Earlier work using 337 
extracellular recordings in monkeys or cats indicated that mossy fiber axons exploit 338 
high-frequency rate coding of sensory variables, such as proprioceptive coding of a 339 
joint angle or eye saccade metrics, with continuous firing rates reaching 100 Hz (ref. 340 
[91, 92], Figure 5A). More recent in vivo recordings from GCs of anaesthetized mice 341 
demonstrated that mossy fibers carrying vestibular information, such as rotational 342 
velocity, use continuous rate coding, exhibiting a highly linear relationship between 343 
velocity and charge transfer (ref. [93], Figure 5B). In contrast, mossy fibers conveying 344 
rapid discrete sensory events, such as the sensory response to air puff stimulation, 345 
show burst firing behavior with maximum instantaneous frequencies of about 1 kHz 346 
(refs. [22, 23]; cf. Figure 2D), arguing for temporal coding. Furthermore, direct in vivo 347 
patch-clamp recordings from cMFBs of awake mice during locomotion indicate that 348 
some mossy fibers can shift from sparse activity to a dense rate code during 349 
movement (ref. [45], Figure 5C). How this information is transmitted to GCs has also 350 
been addressed by in vivo studies. GCs have a low spontaneous firing frequency of 351 
0.5 Hz [46], but fire bursts of APs upon sensory stimulation with frequencies rarely 352 
exceeding 500 Hz [22, 45, 46]. Thus, both mossy fibers and GCs exhibit high-353 
frequency firing in vivo, in particular during short bursts of activity.  354 
 355 
The possibility of direct pre- and postsynaptic recordings in vivo makes the cMFB-GC 356 
an ideal model to investigate the functional role of high-frequency coding. But the 357 
exact coding at the cMFB-GC synapse is still poorly understood. Yet, from a network 358 
perspective it is clear that the main function of the cMFB-GC synapse is to distribute 359 
sensory and efferent copy information to GCs. The population of GCs is thought to 360 
detect patterns in the mossy fiber input [94], resulting in a sparser higher dimensional 361 
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code in GCs compared with mossy fibers [38]. During this information transmission, 362 
the temporal precision of the cMFB-GC synapse is essential to reliably detect rapid 363 
signals within a certain time window [95], to adaptively filter [96, 97], and to precisely 364 
match motor copy and sensory information [98]. In addition, the sequential firing of 365 
nearby GCs [99] and the successive activation of different sets of GCs [100] might 366 
underlie temporal processing in the cerebellar cortex [101]. Consistent with the role 367 
of the cerebellum in timing [100, 101], not only the frequency but also the time of AP 368 
firing in cMFBs and GCs seems essential. Independent of the diverse and partly 369 
controversial function of the cerebellar cortex, the cMFB-GC synapse thus conveys 370 
signals with remarkable bandwidth to the large number of GCs most likely using rate 371 
and temporal coding. 372 
 373 
Concluding Remarks and Future Perspectives 374 
Neuronal high-frequency signaling is abundant throughout the mammalian CNS 375 
(Figure 2). At the mature cMFB-GC synapse, direct pre- and postsynaptic patch-376 
clamp recordings are feasible with excellent temporal resolution. Based on such 377 
recordings, the fastest signaling in the mammalian CNS has been described at the 378 
this synapse. Several mechanistic specializations of the cMFB-GC synapse enable 379 
precise and rapid synaptic transfer of information at very high rates (Figure 4 and 380 
Box 1). These include ultrafast APs, low endogenous calcium buffering, coupling of 381 
vesicles to calcium channels in the 20 nm range, rapid vesicle recruitment from a 382 
large pool of releasable vesicles, ultrafast endocytosis, and rapid glutamate receptors 383 
with fast recovery from desensitization. Furthermore, this synapse allows in vivo 384 
recordings from pre- and postsynaptic neurons, which have revealed high-frequency 385 
coding in both cMFBs and GCs (Figure 5). Thus, the cMFB-GC synapse has been 386 
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established as an attractive model to study high-frequency signaling and its 387 
implications for neuronal information processing.  388 
 389 
More research is required to improve our understanding of high-frequency synaptic 390 
transmission (see Outstanding Questions). In this context, the use of, e.g., super-391 
resolution microscopy [102, 103] will allow investigation of the structural-functional 392 
relationship of high-frequency synapses. To gain more insights into the molecular 393 
mechanisms, techniques allowing genetic perturbations might be extended [30]. 394 
Finally, presynaptic recordings in behaving mice [45] offer the chance to further 395 
analyze high-frequency coding during behavior.  396 
 397 
 398 
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Glossary 778 
Active Zone: refers to the specialized area of presynaptic plasma membrane and 779 
the associated protein network where vesicle release occurs. Active zones thus 780 
include presynaptic Ca2+ channels and several evolutionary conserved proteins that 781 
are involved in docking and priming of synaptic vesicles, recruitment of Ca2+ 782 
channels, and tethering of vesicles. Note that active zones are not required for fusion 783 
competence of vesicles per se [104], but rather seem to increase release probability 784 
and organize vesicle recruitment. 785 
Cerebellar glomerulus: contains a single mossy fiber bouton or terminal that 786 
contacts several granule cell dendrites and Golgi cell dendrites. In addition, a 787 
cerebellar glomerulus typically also includes axons of inhibitory Golgi cells. The 788 
glomerular structure is ensheathed by glia. 789 
Deconvolution technique: can be used to estimate the time course of presynaptic 790 
vesicle release by measuring the postsynaptic current. The current is deconvolved 791 
using the measured waveform of miniature postsynaptic currents originating from 792 
spontaneous single vesicle fusion and a calculated ‘residual’ current due to 793 
glutamate accumulation in the synaptic cleft. For this type of deconvolution analysis, 794 
paired recordings between presynaptic terminal and postsynaptic neuron are 795 
required. 796 
Endogenous Ca2+ buffers: these are proteins with Ca2+ binding domains that alter 797 
the spatiotemporal characteristics of intracellular Ca2+. Endogenous Ca2+ buffers can 798 
be classified as fixed (immobile) or mobile. Typical proteins that constitute 799 
endogenous mobile buffers include calretinin, parvalbumin, and calbindin, whereas 800 
the identity of endogenous fixed Ca2+ buffers remains largely unknown. 801 
Nanodomain: refers to a very localized presynaptic Ca2+ signal that governs release 802 
of synaptic vesicles. Nanodomain coupling usually refers to vesicle-to-Ca2+-channel 803 
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distances of <100 nm, with larger distances being termed microdomain. The vesicle-804 
to-Ca2+-channel may change during development, and many adult synapses rely on 805 
nanodomain coupling. 806 
Rate coding: can be used by neurons to represent information. For rate-coded 807 
signaling, the frequency of APs within a certain time frame—and not the temporal 808 
occurrence of APs—conveys the required information. Rate coding is typical in many 809 
sensory systems and motoneurons. 810 
RRP: The pool of readily releasable vesicles is heterogeneous [105, 106] and might 811 
even be a “fussy concept” [107]. Here, we differentiate between the RRP that can be 812 
evoked by APs (RRPAP) and by depolarizations (RRPDepol). 813 
RRPAP: is measured with, e.g., fluctuation analysis and back-extrapolations [105, 814 
106], but postsynaptic receptor saturation can cause an underestimation of this RRP. 815 
RRPDepol: With depolarizations, an additional pool of slowly releasing vesicles (SRP; 816 
ref. [71]) can be released, which is probably not being released by APs [72]. 817 
However, dissecting SRP and vesicle recruitment is difficult. In general, the higher 818 
the rate of vesicle recruitment is assumed, the smaller the RRP will be. For example, 819 
neglecting vesicle recruitment during depolarizations (with a duration of often 820 
>30 ms) or sucrose application (often >1 s) can lead to an overestimation of the 821 
RRP. 822 
Superpriming: describes an additional increase in release probability of synaptic 823 
vesicles after having been docked and primed at the presynaptic plasma membrane. 824 
Temporal coding: refers to a type of information representation that relies on the 825 
temporal correlation of APs in different neurons. Temporal coding can be used for 826 
coincidence detection and plays an important role in oscillating neuronal networks. 827 
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Trends Box 829 
• Recent studies using high-resolution methods revealed the remarkable speed 830 
of synaptic transmission at central synapses. 831 
• Very rapid release of presynaptic vesicles is supported by fast ion channels, 832 
brief action potentials, fast vesicle recruitment, and tight nanodomain coupling. 833 
• Fast kinetics of excitatory postsynaptic currents ensures rapid and efficient 834 
integration. 835 
• Mechanisms of high-frequency transmission may be similar between different 836 
types of synapses. 837 
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Outstanding Questions Box 839 
• In previous studies, the frequency of action potential firing and of synaptic 840 
transmission may have been underestimated due to limited temporal 841 
resolution (see Box 1). Are other synapses capable of similar high-frequency 842 
signaling?  843 
• Does the ability of a synapse to operate at high-frequency indicate that such 844 
frequencies are used in vivo? Or in other words, did previous in vivo studies in 845 
anaesthetized or head fixed animals underestimate the maximal firing 846 
frequencies that could occur during, e.g., fight-and-flight reactions? 847 
• What are the molecular mechanisms underlying high-frequency transmission? 848 
Is this synaptic feature mediated by stoichiometry of the proteins or by 849 
functional modifications of proteins such as phosphorylation? 850 
• What are the ultrastructural specializations of synapses and active zones 851 
enabling high-frequency synaptic transmission? 852 
• What are the important cues locally to induce the formation of cMFBs 853 
originating from various brain regions? 854 
• How high are the metabolic costs of neuronal high-frequency signaling?  855 
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Box 1: Tuning of synapses for high-frequency signaling 857 
To better understand how synapses are tuned for high-frequency signaling, we here 858 
compare synaptic parameters of several excitatory synapses with gradually 859 
decreasing instantaneous maximum firing frequencies in vivo (Table I): The cMFB-860 
GC and the calyx of Held synapse with very high frequency, neocortical pyramidal 861 
cells with layer- and cell-type-specific intermediate frequency, and hippocampal 862 
synapses with lower frequencies.  863 
 864 
The high connectivity (Table I) of the cMFB is a unique feature among these 865 
synapses. The number of active zones (Table I) varies among both high- and low-866 
frequency synapses. In contrast, the AP half-width (Table I) appears to be related to 867 
maximum firing frequency. However, small errors in pipette capacitance 868 
compensation can cause under- or overestimation of AP duration (and notably also 869 
of the maximum firing frequency). The metabolic efficiency and the Ca2+ channel to 870 
vesicle coupling distance (Table I) also seem to be linked to firing frequency. Thus, 871 
high-frequency synapses tend to have rapid APs with rather low metabolic efficiency 872 
[8, 10, 52] and exhibit tight Ca2+ channel to vesicle coupling [59, 60]. 873 
Regarding the remaining parameters, there is a striking lack of reliable quantitative 874 
data. In particular, the fundamental parameter of the RRP per active zone is difficult 875 
to define and measure [105]. To facilitate comparison, we differentiate between an 876 
RRP that can be released by APs (RRPAP) and an RRP that can be released by 877 
presynaptic depolarizations (RRPDepol; see Glossary for more information). Despite 878 
the difficulty to accurately measure RRPs and number of AZs, cMFBs seem to have 879 
a uniquely small RRPAP and RRPDepol per AZ, consistent with their small active zone 880 
diameter (Table I) [70]. Furthermore, the high rate constant of vesicle replenishment 881 
and the high release probability (Table I) seem specific for cMFBs and not 882 
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characteristic for high-frequency synapses. But there is still a surprising uncertainty in 883 
the rate of vesicle recruitment, which seems related to the limited precision of the 884 
RRP definition (see above; [70]). The Ca2+-binding ratio (E; Table I) is often not 885 
differentiated for fixed (E.fix) and mobile buffers, which complicates a comparison. 886 
Furthermore, estimates based on dye loading of boutons via the somatic patch 887 
pipette can cause underestimation of E.fix. Nevertheless, with the exception of E.fix = 888 
20 at the hMFB, high-frequency synapses tend to have a lower E.fix [43].  889 
Thus, while there is a considerable heterogeneity of the functional parameters among 890 
high-frequency synapses (here, the cMFB-GC and the calyx of Held synapse), some 891 
parameters seem to tune synapses for high-frequency transmission. Yet, there is a 892 
surprising uncertainty in many of these fundamental parameters. In particular, the 893 
estimates often critically depend on the used technique (e.g. RRPAP vs. RRPDepol), 894 
recording temperature (e.g., ref. [110]), and possibly also the exact species (e.g., ref. 895 
[111]). 896 
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Table I. Properties of high- and low-frequency excitatory synapses 898 
Property Unit cMFB Calyx of 
Held 
Boutons of 
neocortical 
pyramidal 
cells 
Hippocam
pal MFB 
 
Boutons 
of 
Schaffer 
collateral 
Maximum 
instantaneous 
firing frequency in 
vivo 
Hz <1200 [22, 23, 
92] 
<800 [19] <100 (L2/3 
barrel) [109] 
<350 (L5B) [109] 
<800 (L2/3 
visual) [14] 
 
 
<150 [112] <100 [113] 
Presynaptic 
recordings 
established (brain 
slice/in vivo) 
 yes/yes [22, 
45] 
yes/no [114] no/no a yes/no [115] no/no b 
Connectivity per 
synapse 
 1:12–1:50 
[38, 116] 
1:1 [117] 1:1 [118] 1:1 [31] 1:1 [119] 
No. of AZs  150–300 [32, 
33, 116] 
600 [120] 1 [118, 121] 25 [31] 1 [119] 
Diameter of AZs nm ~150 [74, 86] ~300 [120] ~250 [111] ~300 [120] ~200 [119, 
122] 
 
AP half-width µs 110 [11] ~100 
predicted 
[123] 
270 [124] c 380 [115] n.d. 
Metabolic 
efficiency of AP 
 1.8 [11] no Na+ 
current [125] 
2 [10] 1.3 [8] n.d. 
Release 
probability per 
vesicle 
 0.4–0.6 [68, 
69, 126] d 
0.05–0.2 
[127, 128] 
0.1–0.9  
[118, 121] 
<0.1 
–0.15 [65, 
129] 
0.1–0.6 
[119, 130, 131] 
e 
Ca2+ channel to 
vesicle coupling 
distance  
nm ~20  
[43] 
~20 [62, 63] f n.d. g 
 
~75 
[65] 
30–300 
[132, 133] 
 
RRPAP per AZ  1 [11, 68, 69, 
126] h 
3 [71] 2–10 [111, 134] 2 
[65] i 
4 [133] 
RRPDepol per AZ  3 [11] j 3–6 [71] n.d. 30 [135] 
 
n.d. 
Replenishment 
rate constant 
s–1 30–80 [11, 68, 
69] 
3–11 [136, 
137] k 
n.d. n.d. 0.8 [138] 
Exocytosis 
efficiency 
fF 
pC–1 
65 [42] 45 [139] n.d. 20 [42] n.d. 
Ca2+ current 
density 
pA 
pF–1 
145 [42] 70 [139, 140] n.d. 70 [141] 500 [142] 
AP residual [Ca2+] 
amplitude 
nM 220 [43] 500 [55] n.d. 1,000 [56] n.d. 
AP residual [Ca2+] 
 decay 
ms 25 [43] 45 [55] 55 [57] 45 [56] n.d. 
Ca2+-binding ratio 
(E) of fixed buffer 
 15 [43] 45 [55] 140 [57] 20 [56] n.d. 
Ca2+-binding ratio 
(E) of mobile 
buffer 
 ~500 
(≙100 µM 
EGTA) [43] 
~500 
(≙100 µM 
EGTA) [58] 
n.d. ~1500 
(≙300 µM 
BAPTA) [65] 
~250 
(≙50 µM 
Calbindin) 
[143] l 
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Abbreviations: AZ – active zone; hMFB – hippocampal mossy fiber bouton; FRP – fast releasing 901 
vesicle pool; SRP – slow releasing vesicle pool; n.d. – not determined. 902 
 903 
a But see refs. [124, 144] for recordings from axon initial segment and axon ‘blebs’ of L5 pyramidal 904 
neurons, and ref. [145] for recordings from neocortical synaptosomes. 905 
b But see ref. [142] for recordings from boutons of cultured hippocampal neurons and [146] for cell-906 
attached recordings in hippocampal slice cultures. 907 
c But a duration of 150 µs was also reported at the soma of neocortical pyramidal cells [14]. 908 
d Note that in lobule X, some mossy fibers have vesicular release probabilities ranging from 0.2–0.8 909 
[147]. 910 
e The release probability of CA3 to CA3 synaptic connections is ~0.4 [148]. 911 
f Note that in contrast a recent study predicted an ‘exclusion zone’ separating vesicles and Ca2+ 912 
channels by at least 30 nm [149]. 913 
g Differential EGTA-sensitivity of synapses by layer 2/3 pyramidal cells onto two types of interneurons 914 
indicates target cell-specific difference of the coupling distance [66], but the high EGTA-sensitivity of 915 
release indicates large coupling distances in some excitatory neocortical neurons [66, 67]. 916 
h Note that this value is not well constrained, because the binominal N per cMFB-GC connection 917 
varies from 3–12 [68, 69, 126], the number of AZs per cMFB from 150–300 [32, 33, 116], and the 918 
number of GCs per cMFB from 12–50 [38, 116]. The mean across all these studies is: (N per 919 
connection)/((AZs per cMFB)/(GCs per cMFB)) = 7/(225/30) ≈ 1. 920 
i Based on RRP of 53 (ref. [65]) and 25 AZ/hMFB [31]. Note that smaller estimates of RRP were 921 
obtained, ranging from 7 to 16 with 1.2 and 2.5 mM extracellular [Ca2+], respectively, which would 922 
result in an RRP/AZ < 1.  923 
j Based on 15 fast and 7 slow releasable vesicles and the above mentioned values of AZs and GC 924 
connections, i.e. (15+7)/(225/30) = 3.  925 
k Note that a rapid replenishment of fast releasing vesicles (FRP) from a pool of slowly releasing 926 
vesicles (SRP) was recently described (SDR, SRP-dependent recovery; ref. [150]), which has a rate 927 
constant in the range of 15 s–1 (E. Neher, personal communication). 928 
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Figures and figure legends 930 
 931 
Figure 1: Evolutionary constrains for high-frequency rate coding  932 
(A) Rate and temporal coding in the CNS and the input and output pathways. 933 
Whereas sensory information and motor commands are predominantly encoded via 934 
rate coding, temporal- and sparse coding becomes increasingly important in the 935 
CNS. (B) Illustration of three cell ensembles with different number of neurons and 936 
different respective average firing frequency. Below: Potential evolutionary 937 
advantages of the corresponding cell ensembles. 938 
 939 
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 940 
Figure 2. Evidence for high-frequency signaling in the mammalian CNS 941 
Examples of recordings from high-frequency neurons and synapses in brain slices 942 
and in vivo with maximum instantaneous firing frequencies indicated (defined as the 943 
inverse of the shortest interval between APs). (A) Pyramidal neurons in the cerebral 944 
cortex can show typical burst firing, reaching several hundreds of Hertz within these 945 
bursts. Upper recording courtesy of M.H.P. Kole (data from ref. [108]), in vivo 946 
recording modified from ref. [14]. (B) Fast-spiking interneurons in the hippocampus or 947 
cerebral cortex display high AP frequencies with up to ~500 Hz. Upper recording 948 
modified from ref. [50], lower trace modified from ref. [16]. (C) The calyx of Held 949 
synapse conveying auditory information can reach Kilohertz frequencies. Upper 950 
recording modified from ref. [18], lower trace modified from ref. [19]. (D) Cerebellar 951 
mossy fibers and the presynaptic boutons may reach even higher AP frequencies. 952 
Upper recording modified from ref. [11], lower trace modified from ref. [22]. In brain 953 
slice recordings (orange shading), APs were elicited by current injection or axonal 954 
stimulation (indicated below the voltage traces). For the in vivo recordings (blue 955 
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shading), the stimulation is indicated above the voltage traces (current injection in A 956 
and B, tone in C, and air puff in D). 957 
 958 
 959 
Figure 3. Mechanisms of high-frequency synaptic transmission 960 
Summary of presynaptic (upper) and postsynaptic (lower) mechanisms supporting 961 
high-frequency synaptic transmission at the cMFB-GC synapse. The color code 962 
refers to corresponding traces in Figure 4. Data of panels 4, 5, and 7–11 are modified 963 
from refs. [42], [68], [34], [84], [85], [37], and [35], respectively.  964 
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 966 
Figure 4. Rapid time course of synaptic transmission at the cMFB-GC synapse 967 
(A) Paired recording from a cMFB (black) and GC (green) demonstrating reliable 968 
synaptic transmission at a frequency of 1 kHz (modified from ref. [11]). (B) 969 
Comparison of the time course of presynaptic AP (black, note consistent color-code 970 
in panel B and C), residual Ca2+ concentration (orange, top: measured with indicated 971 
Ca2+ indicator, below: simulated without Ca2+ indicator dye), endocytosis (purple), 972 
and EPSC (green). (C) Pre- and postsynaptic events on an expanded time scale. 973 
The very brief presynaptic AP (black) is mediated by fast K+- and Na+-currents (blue, 974 
upper), and evokes a rapid Ca2+-current (blue, lower). The estimated local Ca2+ 975 
concentration and the release rate are illustrated in orange. The synchronous release 976 
of synaptic vesicles leads to an EPSC in the postsynaptic cell (green). Delays and 977 
half-widths are indicated; data are modified from refs. [11, 42, 43] and were aligned 978 
to the steepest rise of the presynaptic AP. 979 
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 981 
Figure 5. High-frequency coding at the cMFB-GC synapse in vivo 982 
(A) Extracellular recordings from awake monkeys show that a joint angle is 983 
represented in the average firing frequency of mossy fibers. Modified from ref. [91]. 984 
(B) In vivo recording from anesthetized mice during horizontal rotation. Rotational 985 
velocity (orange) and recording of EPSCs in granule cells (black), indicating that 986 
mossy fibers linearly encode sensory information. Modified from ref. [93]. (C) Pre- 987 
and postsynaptic recordings from mice during locomotion. During walking, the firing 988 
frequency of mossy fibers increases (upper), leading to more EPSCs in granule cells 989 
(middle). The increased synaptic input from mossy fibers causes granule cell spiking 990 
during locomotion (lower). Modified from ref. [45]. 991 
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